Organizing meeting of an Environmental Toxicologic Pathology Special Interest Group
Society of Toxicologic Pathology
Annual Meeting
Hyatt Regency, Denver, CO
June 20, 2011
Mineral G
6:30 AM – 7:45 AM

Agenda

6:30 – 6:40  Introductions – name, affiliation, one short sentence as to why interested in this group

6:40 – 6:50  Review STP Vision Statement
“Be an international leader for improvement of human, animal, and environmental health using an interdisciplinary scientific approach based in pathology and toxicology.”
One Health Initiative :  Vision Statement
“One Health (formerly called One Medicine) is dedicated to improving the lives of all species—human and animal—through the integration of human medicine, veterinary medicine and environmental science.”

6:50 – 7:10  Definition Exercise
Environmental Toxicologic Pathology – consistent with STP vision
   Brainstorm ideas
   Select team to craft a draft definition (~3)

7:10-7:20  Mission Statement Exercise – what is the purpose of this special interest group
   Brainstorm ideas
   Select team to craft a draft mission statement (~3)

7:20-7:30  Propose objectives of an Environmental Toxicologic Pathology Special Interest Group

7:30 – 7:35  Potential Impact to STP
   Membership
   Annual meeting
   Journal

7:35  Do we want STP to have an Env Tox Path special interest group
   Vote
   If yes – pass around petition

7:35-7:45  Identify leadership

7:45  Adjourn